ABOUT OUR

COMPANY

We are ISO 9001-2015 certified leading mosquito net service
providers in Chennai & Bangalore. We offer environment - friendly &
absolute safe solution for you & your family. We do insect screen
nets by wholesale and retails. We have been in this industry more
than a decade. Having a decade experience in this field and by
knowing the pulse of the clients, we are providing our best services
by highly professionals. We apply quality check for each and every
material to satisfy the customers’ requirements according to the
current market trends. We are glad to inform that we have done so
many higher projects like Resorts, Hotels, Flats, Apartments,
Orphanages, Government hospitals, Colleges, Hostels, Restaurants,
Corporate offices, etc.,

ABOUT OUR

Quick response for your calls and free demo about our products.

SERVICE

Meshes and frames at any size and variety of colours.
Powder epoxy coated aluminium frames for strength and durability.
Fire retardant, unobtrusive and easily removable for cleaning.
Products made with an absolute accuracy and no on-site

disruption
Factory trained labours for a perfect installation and best service.
3 years guarantee is our commitment, quality & service is our priority.
Orders will be finished within maximum 4 working days .

ABOUT OUR

MISSION

Our aim to protect this world from dangerous diseases like H1N1,
Malaria, Dengue, Filariasis, yellow fever etc.,
We assist you in protecting you from the above mentioned illness and
prevent you from mosquito bites with our efficient services.
We don't compromise on quality. Avail our service and we are certain
that you will call us for more service.
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EXPO & EVENTS
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SPECIFICATION :
This mosquito net will look as same as like the window door, where
the wooden door of the window will be opened outside from the wooden frame
& our product will be opened inside. It is made up of first quality channel bars,
which has been powder-coated. The fibre 'L' like corners will be used for joining
the channel bars in all four side corners. After bar has been made, the mesh
will be cut as per the size and ribbed on all the four sides of the frame with a
rubber spine, which will hold the mesh hardly. The unbreakable fibre hinges will
be used for fixing the bar net on the window frame & the stoppers be used to
lock the frame around the corners according to the necessity. Get quality
insect meshes from royal fabrics on best prices. In this material, the fibre-glass
or the SS can be placed according to the customers' requirement. The channel
bars which we use are very strong and durable when comparing to the other
dealers all over the city. It is also free from fire and easy washable since the
frame has been attached and detached easily from the wooden bars. Incase
of aluminium / uPVC windows.
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SPECIFICATION :
This type of frame slightly bigger than normal frame. Instead of plastic
hinges we can use aluminium hinges and instead of plastic stopper we can
use male and female magnetic strip be used to lock the frame. It gives extra
grip and withstand wind force. Also we can use weather strip to inside and
outside of the frame. The purpose of weather strip can cover the gape
between frame and window. In this type, we mostly used black coated SS
304 for better look and long lasting life.






Easy to Clean and suits for daily use.
High quality Channel with epoxy coated.
Aluminium hinges and handle used.
Magnets strip used to lock the frame.
Weather strip used to cover the gapes.

SPECIFICATION :
These type mosquito net is widely used as attachable detachable
mosquito mesh, which is very economical, durable, rust free and easy
washable. The Velcro tape has been used as a major part in this type. The
fiber-glass mesh will be cut as per the measurements of the required
windows/ventilators. The loop of the tape has been well sewed to four sides of
the mesh and the normal type hook of the Velcro tape will be stapled (1
stapler pin / 3 to 4 inches) on the outer wooden frame of the required
windows/ventilators. If the window/ventilator is an aluminium or UPVC, then
the sticker type hook (which is quite expensive than the normal type) will be
pasted by applying durable SR glue on the outer frame. It gives protection
from mosquitoes, flies and other tiny insects. We use 3 types of quality
meshes, namely Royal Nets, Saint-gobain & Phifer .

SPECIFICATION :
Magnetic insect screen provide a solution to your mosquitoes & insects
problem at home or at work. Its suitable to be install on your exiting windows,
sliding or push-out type, to keeps bugs out but allow air to flow through thus
improve ventilation. Insect screens are held to the window frame using
magnets, 1 magnetic strip on insect screen & another pasted on window frame
with 3M adhesive tape. The attracting magnets forms a seal around the window
frame yet allows you to easily open / close your windows or remove the whole
insect screen to wash. Peel the screens off with the pull string at either corners
at the bottom of insect screen to open/close window. Release the screen when
you are done & the insect screen will snap back.
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SPECIFICATION :
Hinged door insect screens provide complete insect protection.
This type of Stripe doors that is designed by using superior quality of
material bases sourced from reliable vendors of the industry. Effective
protection against insects, these are available in various designs, sizes
& finish and can be custom made as per the clients' requirements. The
entire range of screen doors provided by us have joint corners with a
solid kick plate to prevent damage, with a central mid bars in the
metal openable hinged version. Furthermore, these are widely used for
various applications and us well acknowledge for their durability and
easy to maintain properties.







Single door openable
Double door openable
Foldable door openable
Double foldable openable
special Box door openable

french window

SPECIFICATION :
These mosquito net is nothing but same mechanism as like the roller
shutter systems. Strong panels will be screwed to hold the mesh on left and
right side of the window net. A round pipe will be cut to the size of window
width and the mesh will be rolled in it and fixed tightly with spring systems and
finally inserted into a round alloy panel. This will be fixed as the top panel of
the windows. An plate will be attached to the outer end of the mesh and it
contains a center hole in which a thread will be tied to pull and push the
mesh from top to bottom.Phifer Quality Fibre-Glass is the only material can be
used in this roller-shutter design. This model can be fixed either to the wooden
window as well on the Aluminium / UPVC window.
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SPECIFICATION :
The retractable insect screen systems have pleated nets for double
cassette doors and Balconies that come with wider openings to allow sunlight
and fresh air to pass but meshed closely enough to keep insects. This mosquito
net is highly rich look on your windows. The mechanism in this design is quite
different from comparing with the other. In this type, the fibre-glass will be
folded like zig-zag and a set of ropes will be inserted in between the foldings.
The zig-zag folded mesh will be pleated at one side (either at right or left) and
pull towards the other end for closing. The fibre-glass will pass though the
ropes whose edges will be fixed with wheels on both the ends. This also
contains AL- alloy panels on all the four sides including the pleated panel.
Fabricated fibre-Glass is the only material can be used in this Pleated model.
This type can be fixed either to the wooden window as well on the Aluminium
/ UPVC window.

SPECIFICATION :
Honeycomb blinds provide a very warm and cozy feel to any room.
When it comes to window and doors treatment options, Honeycomb Partition
Door clearly outperform the competition all around. This luxurious fabrics
folded into honeycomb-shaped cells, these exceptional shades form an
attractive barrier that insulates windows and helps regulate the temperature
inside, whether the goal is to keep cold out during the winter or keep heat out
during the summer. This shades available in transparent and blackout colour
shades. For a warm and cozy feel, our light filtering cellular Blinds allow the
gentle filtration of light through the shade. For blocking out light, our blackout
shades are the most opaque and provide the light blockage possible.







User Friendly, energy efficient.
Suitable for partition, sunshade and Blinds
Available in Translucent and Blackout.
UV protection, low noise, flame retardant fabrics.
Absence of guides on the floor makes it easy to clean and transit
Available with manual or Motorization.

french window

SPECIFICATION :
Motorised roller blinds provides not only protection against insects, but also an optimal
filter against atmospheric pollution such as dust particles and pollens and good air circulation
ensures wellness, good sleep, helps focusing and enhances your day-to-day performance.
Motorised roller blinds has a special features that bush on dual opening sides of cartridge design,
makes mesh net cleaned by each time of opening and closing. This bearing enabled slide to
ensure a more smooth push in and pull out activity. The wind proofing design can stop the netting
from breaking away from the slide track. Motorised roller screen disappears in its box when not
in use, as do the manually operated roller screens and it has other advantages. You can control
it even more conveniently via wall operation or radio remote control and simultaneously connect
it to house controls (Smart Assistant).
▶ Retractable design and attractive design.
▶ High speed motor with soft start and soft brake.
▶ Wind proof zip push available.
▶ Specially designed for large openings.
▶ 3 years motor warranty and lifetime maintenance.

french window

SPECIFICATION :
Barrier free or collapsible mosquito nets is a unique mosquito net
system and a great solution for huge openings. It gives wider openings to
allow sunlight and fresh air to pass but meshed closely enough to keep
insects out. This screens works on spring less technology with PVC based
chain along the runner in the floor. Trackless retractable will not stumble or
trip children or adults (safety). It has the option to use a single shutter to twin
shutter openings. It can be suggested to doors, balconies, French doors with
larger openings. This mesh pleated polyester water proofing mesh.

Outer profile

Inner profile
Handle
SS coated mesh
Wool pile
Sliding wheel

SPECIFICATION :
The retractable Aluminium two track sliding systems is double cassette
doors and Balconies. We use an exclusive bottom rolling wheel system for
the smooth functioning of sliding screen doors and windows..
Excellent visibility very sturdy in construction combined with elegant design
makes our sliding systems a truly wonderful product for windows, doors,
balconies. that come with wider openings to allow sunlight and fresh air to
pass but meshed closely enough to keep insects.





Single Track sliding
Two Track Sliding
Three Track Sliding
Four Track Sliding

OUR PREMIUM CLIENTS

